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It was for that reason that he was in front of Jack. Jack raised an eyebrow before he said, "Enter the Evil

Plains with you?"

Wellis nodded earnestly.

Jack had not bothered to lower his voice as he spoke, and Wellis' popularity meant that he attracted attention everywhere he

went.

Wellis had lowered his voice earlier, so no one had heard what Wellis said to Jack. However, everyone heard exactly what Jack

said.

Wellis invited Jack to enter the Evil Plains with him?

Was there something different about him?

Wellis had already entered the Evil Plains at least ten times, but he had never invited anyone to enter with him before. Usually,

others had to ask him to lead them into the Evil Plains.

Countless warriors had entered the Evil Plains for the challenge, and there were many regular warriors, as well as many who

were very strong. Yet, Wellis had never invited anyone before. Even above-average warriors ranked in the top ten only got a

greeting from Wellis, not an invitation.

Wellis' actions caused a lot of confusion.

Quite a few people started looking at Jack. However, with their abilities, they were not able to see what was so special about

Jack at all.

All they could do was guess that Jack was probably at a level between a regular warrior and an above- average one. There were

plenty of warriors at that level.

That caused everyone to get even more curious. Quite a few people started to gather because of that as they looked at Jack

inquisitively.

Jack was used to others paying attention to him after what had been happening, so he could remain calm. He was not affected

by the attention at all.

Jack laughed before he said, "If I enter with you, you'd be benefitting. You'll be getting what you want, but what about me?"

Wellis had asked Jack to bring him inside the hundred kilometer area, but they were not related to each other at all.

There was no reason Jack needed to help Wellis. In Jack's eyes, Wellis' senses might be strong, but he was better. His skills

were nothing in front of Jack.

Bringing Wellis into the Evil Plains would just drag him down.

Jack's words were clearly heard by everyone around him. When they heard those words, they widened their eyes.

That man was negotiating with Wellis?

The fact that he had been invited by Wellis to enter the Evil Plains together was already a huge blessing, but he did not seem to

treasure it. He was even asking Wellis for more!

That was just shameless!

The rest of them needed to give three Evil Badges as a reward if they wanted to enter the Evil Plains with Wellis. Not needing to

pay Wellis was already a great deal, but he was still asking for more!

"You must be new. Don't you know who Wellis is?" Someone said with crossed arms.

Jack looked at that person, "I know who he is, but what does it have to do with me?"

"Idiot! Don't be too arrogant! I'll admit that there's probably something special about you if Wellis has his eyes on you, but you

need to understand that being able to enter the Evil Plains with Wellis is a blessing for you!"

"He's entered the Evil Plains over ten times. Even putting his strong senses aside, just from his experience alone, he'll make it a

hundred times safer!" A man in a green shirt said.
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